WW90II

GAS POWERED
FRAMING NAILER

WW90II
The new WW90II gas powered nailer is a perfect
cordless alternative to the most popular solutions
used when fixing in structural timber. It delivers
comfort and safety, but also increases
efficiency at work.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
Tool’s engine energy output increased
to 104 J to enable driving the longest
90mm ring shank nails into the hardest
substrates
Lithium-Ion battery providing twice the
performance - 8000 fixings per charge
and charging time of 30 minutes
NEW ergonomically designed grip
position for improved balance and
working comfort
NEW design with improved durability and
improved airflow efficiency through the
redesigned air filter zone
Convenient, reliable and accurate
fixing thanks to keyless nailing depth
adjustment for improved precision and
ease of use
Nose protection cap, that protects wood
surface from getting damaged and
minimises potential material waste
Convenient rafter hook, allowing you to
hang up the nailer for a work break or
whilst carrying

BASE MATERIALS
Certified for fixing in
Structural timber
Particleboard
Plywood
Wood
OSB
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WW90 2nd generation gas powered framing nailer is an excellent cordless alternative for
fixing in wooden structures, that require no power cables or compressed air hoses. It ensures
mobility, safety and top performance. You can now handle a single fixing point in less than 1
second. With a battery pack whose capacity lasts for 8,000 fixings and the charging time of
30 minutes. You you receive a full package of outstanding benefits in terms of performance
and repeated use.

APPLICATIONS
Battens and counter battens
Roof boarding
Framework house structures
Façades and soffits
Formwork fixing
Terraces and arbours
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Press the tool against the fixture and base material.
2. Wait a fraction of a second for the gas to be mixed with air.
3. Press the trigger to perform a fixing.
4. Remove you finger from the trigger and retract the tool from the fixing point until there is
no contact between the nose and the fixture.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Index

R-WW90II

Range of
nails
Fixings per
charging
[mm]
50-90

8000

Dimensions

Weight

[mm]

[kg]

394x121,4x407

3,8kg

Nail type

Paper collated at 34°

Gas for gas powered nailers

Gas
container
type
GP6

Magazine
capacity

Battery
charging
time

[nails]

[h]

[dB]

[kg]

[kg]

60

0.5

94

8,5

17

Weight of
collective
packaging

Cleaning kit for gas actuated tools

R-RAWL-GP6

R-KIT-WW90/
SC40

Gas for the R-WW90II
nailer providing
the best attainable
parameters and high
efficiency

Cleaning kit for the
SC40, SC40II, WW90CH
and WW90II gas
actuated tools

Charger with power cord

Battery pack

SP-WW90/
SC40II-CH

SP-WW90/
SC40II-AK

Quick charger
(30 min of charging
time)

The package contains:





Weight of
Noise level unit packaging

Li-Ion batteries
2.5 Ah, 7.2 V





R-WW90II gas powered nailer
2.5 Ah 7.2 V Li-Ion battery
Power adapter
Charger (30 min)

Operation manual
Safety goggles and hearing protectors
Suitcase

ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS

bright

galvanized

Ring shank nails

Smooth nails

R-DRG-V

R-DPG-V

Zinc plated ring
shank nails for
roofing, timber
frame houses and
all other wood to
wood applications.

Smooth zinc-plated
nails intended for
construction of
roof structures,
framework houses and
prefabricated wooden
structures

R-DRK-V

R-DPK-V Smooth
paper collated
nails intended for
application in roofing
works, construction
of framework houses,
and similar building
applications.

Bright ring shank
nails for roofing,
timber frame
houses and all
other wood to
wood applications.
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EAN

5906675460246

